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I. consciousness from practice to integrated information theory
II. axioms

III. postulates
IV. central identity
V. etc



an ostensive definition

Everybody knows what consciousness is: it is what vanishes every night 
when we fall into dreamless sleep and reappears when we wake up or 
when we dream. It is also all we are and all we have: lose consciousness 
and, as far as you are concerned, your own self and the entire world 
dissolve

(Tononi, Biological Bulletin, 2008)

and a experimental protocol
I think [sleeping] is the simplest experiment we all are familiar with which 
tells us that consciousness can go away and come back. But it also tell us 
that, when we dream, we can create a whole world of experience which at 
times, as we all know, can be indistinguishable from the real world and 
have a hard time telling it apart without being aptly connected with the 
world itself. (...) It’s the greatest experiment you could ever do, and we 
all do it every night. And animals, by the way, do it too. It is way in with 
consciousness.

(Tononi, interview, 2013)

operationalising consciousness



the clinical problem of consciousness

consciousness and its behavioral correlates

wakeful consciousness is associated with 
behavioral manifestations like: arousal, the ability 
to meaningfully communicate and the ability to 
interact purposefully and coherently with the 
environment 

sensory input

world

motor output



the clinical problem of consciousness

islands of awareness 

dissociation between consciousness and behavioral 
responsiveness

dreaming

ketamine anesthesia

sleep paralysis

locked-in syndrome

sleep walking

phenomenal zombie

bayne et al. trends in neuro. (2020)

disconnected hemispheres (through 
hemispherotomy), ex cranio brains, 
and cerebral organoids



the clinical problem of consciousness

disorders of consciousness (DOC)

coma

- unarousable unresponsiveness in which the eyes are closed and no purposeful responses can be 
elicited

unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS) – formerly vegetative state (VS)

- preserved sleep/wake cycle but unresponsive – patients are awake but (assumed to be) unaware 
of self and environment

minimally conscious state (MCS), diagnosed when there is clear evidence of at least one of the 
following behaviors: 

- simple command-following
- gestural or verbal yes/no responses (regardless of accuracy); intelligible verbalization
- movements or affective behaviors that occur in contingent relation to relevant environmental 

stimuli and are not attributable to reflexive activity

Laureys, Gosseries & Tononi, The Neurology of Consciousness (2016)



an objective neural index of consciousness
independent of sensory processing and behavior 

TMS-EEG during wakefulness

TMS-EEG during NREM sleep

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1aca7WbnFopxNWyxW4TgpDXKnsU5VfojH/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/180WY3VtgMPottJAQ-xdszKlVqXIkJSdN/preview


perturbational complexity index (PCI)

casali et al, Science Translational Medicine (2013)



perturbational complexity index (PCI)

Casarotto et al, Annals of Neurology (2016)

PC
I



perturbational complexity index (PCI)

Casarotto et al, Annals of Neurology (2016)

minimally conscious state (MCS) unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS)

PC
I



neural correlates of consciousness (NCC)

NCC: the set of neuronal regions minimally sufficient to engender consciousness

content-NCC (quality) full-NCC (quantity) 

Koch et al, Nature Reviews Neuroscience (2016)



neural correlates of dreaming

within-state paradigm posterior “hot zone”

thinking vs perceiving

Siclari et al. Nature Neuroscience (2017)



limitations of the NCCs
why the cortex and not the cerebellum? what about consciousness in brain-injured patients, 
octopuses, aliens and machines?

neural correlates of consciousness (NCC) are

neural correlates rather than physical correlates

neural correlates rather than a theory of its neural substrate and mechanism

in sum, it is a statistical description of the neural basis of human consciousness but not a 
theory which explains how any physical substrate of consciousness (PSC) gives rise to 
conscious experience

experience
neural 

correlates of 
consciousness



integrated information theory  (IIT)

general strategy

starts from essential properties of our phenomenology. Then, infers the 

corresponding properties a physical system must have in order to account for these 

phenomenological properties.

 physical 
postulates

axioms of 
experience

explanatory identity

inference to best explanation

Tononi, The Blackwell companion to consciousness (2017)



integrated information theory (IIT)

Integrated information theory (IIT) is an attempt to characterize consciousness 
mathematically both in quantity and in quality. IIT starts from the fundamental 
properties of the phenomenology of consciousness, which are identified as 
axioms of consciousness. Then, IIT translates these axioms into postulates, 
which specify which conditions must be satisfied by physical mechanisms, 
such as neurons and their connections, to account for the phenomenology of 
consciousness. It must be emphasized that taking the phenomenology of 
consciousness as primary, and asking how it can be implemented by 
physical mechanisms, is the opposite of the approach usually taken in 
neuroscience: start from neural mechanisms in the brain, and ask under 
what conditions they give rise to consciousness, as assessed by 
behavioral reports [7–10]. While identifying the ‘‘neural correlates of 
consciousness’’ is undoubtedly important [8], it is hard to see how it could 
ever lead to a satisfactory explanation of what consciousness is and how it 
comes about [11].

(IIT 3.0 Oizumi et al. 2014)

copernican turn



axioms

experience

phenomenological
axioms 

introspection



axioms

experience

space of 
conceivable
experiences1. about experience

2. evident
3. essential
4. complete
5. consistent
6. independent 

abstraction,
free variation
+ empirical 
cases

Tononi, Scholarpedia (2015)

animal
consciousness

experience

meditative 
states

axioms



axioms

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

ø. Consciousness exists – it is something real and actual – “here and now”. 

Paraphrasing Descartes “I experience therefore I am”.

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

1. Consciousness exists for itself, rather than for something else. Every 

experience is subjective in the sense that it exists from its own intrinsic 

perspective, rather than extrinsically to some external observer. 

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

2. Consciousness is structured. Each experience is composed of multiple 

phenomenal distinctions – elementary and higher-order – binded by multiple 

phenomenal relations.

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

3. Consciousness is specific. Each experience is the particular way it is thereby 

differing from other possible experiences (differentiation).

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

4. Consciousness is unified. Each experience is irreducible to an aggregate of 

independent phenomenal distinctions.

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

5. Consciousness is definite – in content and spatio-temporal grain. Every 

experience is bounded, it contains what it contains, not more, not less. It also 

flows at a particular speed and appears at a certain scale.  

ernst mach (1886)



not axioms

- space
- time
- subject
- intentionality
- objects
- reflection, metacognition
- etc

ernst mach (1886)



axioms

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

Conscious experience exists (ø) intrinsically (1), it is structured (2), specific (3), 

unified (4) and definite (5).



from axioms to postulates

experience physical 
substrate

physical
constraints

inference to the 
best explanation

phenomenological
axioms 

physical
postulates

introspectionformal

non-formal



probability summary
p(x)

x

marginalization

independence

joint probability

probability function

conditional independence

conditional probability

meanexpectation variance



entropy
H(x)

maximum entropy distribution

entropy

information
content h(x)
(“surprise”)

p(x)

x

maximal
uncertainty/

ignorance



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

eleatic principle

“I suggest that anything has real being that is so constituted as 

to possess any sort of power either to affect anything else or to 

be affected, in however small a degree, by the most insignificant 

agent, though it be only once. I am proposing as a mark to 

distinguish real things that they are nothing but power”

(Plato, Sophist 247-e)

ø. existence is cause-effect power: something can only be said to exist if it can 

be affected and produce effects 

cause purview
(inputs)

effect purview
(outputs)

mechanism in a state



postulates

1. something can be said to exist intrinsically, rather than for something else, if 

it has cause-effect power upon and within itself.

a system is a set of mechanisms in a state.

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

a monad

cause purview
(inputs)

effect purview
(outputs)

mechanism in a state

ON

OFF
states



A

A

A represents X –
“A” activates when 
stimulus X is presented 

functionalism

by being a mechanism in a 
certain state, A has intrinsic 
causal powers within S which 
specify what it is

X

A plays a functional role in a 
particular input-output 
relation F(X)=Y

representationalism

A

intrinsic causation

S

environment

X~

A’s causal context

X

Y

explanations of consciousness

input

output

background conditions
+ embodied approaches



A

how to explain dreaming, 
where experience occurs 
during disconnection from 
external world?

representationalism

X

X~

functionalism

we can implement F(X)=Y in 
silly ways – causal structure 
seems to be relevant

X

Y

in addition, F(x) seems too poor 
to map the richness of 
experience. In the end it seems 
to explain behaviors (or maybe 
access consciousness) rather 
than phenomenal experience 

explanations of consciousness

A’



intrinsic existence

C

A

B

a system is a set of 
mechanisms in a state

FD

E

candidate system

ON

OFF

rather than a general 
capacity like

A given experience must be a function 
of a given a mechanism in a state

states

experience ≠

or a dynamical trajectory

history/dynamics
(evolution, learning, 

memory)



mechanisms
observation VS perturbation

☞ ☞

light
switch

inner switch

gate ☞

what is the gate?

AND OR

☞



intrinsic existence

TPM := p(Xt+1 | Xt) = p( A, B, Ct+1 | A, B, Ct )

the TPM requires either observing all states which is unrealistic, or perturbing in 
all 2N states, which in general is unfeasible

C

A

B

mechanism in a state

FD

E

candidate set

ON

OFF

XOR

AND

OR

Transition Probability Matrix (TPM) 
specifies all causal constraints:

states



postulates

2. its parts can exist as parts if they have cause-effect power within the whole.

elementary mechanisms can be combined into higher order ones.

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

[A,B] [B,C] [B,C]

[A,B,C]

[A] [B] [C]

higher-order
mechanisms

first-order
mechanisms



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion photodiodedwarf

lightbulb

H(dwarf) = log(N)  >>  H(photodiode) = log(2)H(camera) = log(M)  >>

camera



X2
t+1

X1
t+1

X2

X1

information geometry
kullback–leibler divergence

given a probability space X, how well a 
distribution p(X) is modelled by q(X)  physical system X

unfolded system
causa influences: p(Xt, Xt+1)

time

X1
t

X2
t

manifold of a 
restricted family of 

distributions Q
Oizumi et al. PNAS (2015)



information geometry

X2
t

X1
t+1

X2
t+1

X1
t

Oizumi et al. PNAS (2015)

X2
t

X1
t+1

X2
t+1

X1
t

time

full model: p(Xt, X.t+1) disconnected model: q(Xt, Xt+1)

X2
t

X1
t+1

X2
t+1

X1
t

X2
t

X1
t+1

X2
t+1

X1
t

best model distance measure

transfer entropy integrated information mutual information



integrated information (non state-dependent)

X2
t

X1
t+1

X2
t+1

X1
t

time

full model: p(Xt, X.t+1)

Oizumi et al. PNAS (2015)

X2
t

X1
t+1

X2
t+1

X1
t

disconnected model: q(Xt, Xt+1)

integrated information



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

distance (D) between 
system S and its 
partitioned version

MIP is the minimum 
information partition, the 
cut that makes the least 
of a difference

can scale with the 
number of possible 
states – 2N

difference between the 
information partitioned 
and full system

*non-technical



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

3. causal powers must be specific, rather than generic. a system must specify a 

cause-effect structure: a specific set of cause-effect constraints (repertoires)

information is a difference which makes 
a difference

gregory bateson, 1972



X2
X1

integrated information (state-dependent)

cause purview mechanism in a 
state

cause repertoire unconstrained cause repertoire

max entropy distribution

X2
t

X1
t X1

t+1

X2
t+1

unfolded system

X1
t-1

X2
t-1

cause purview mechanism
in a state

COPY

X1

X2

COPY

0     0      1      1 
0      1      0     1 

0.5

X2
X1

0     0      1      1 
0      1      0     1 

 
0.5

  

di
st

an
ce

cause repertoire unconstrained cause repertoirecause information

effect purview



information
requires selectivity



information
past and future constraints



information
cause information

effect information

cause-effect information

mechanism A cause-effect information

effective information



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

4. a system (and its mechanisms) cause-effect structure must be irreducible to 

that of its independent parts. this is assessed by partitioning the system (and its 

mechanisms) and measuring what difference this makes to the cause-effect 

structure

I consider as an axiom this self-identical 
proposition, diversified by emphasis only: 
that which is not truly one being is not truly a 
being at all

Leibniz, 1988



integration

cause repertoire partitioned
cause repertoire

integrated information

effect repertoire partitioned
effect repertoire

mechanism A integrated information



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

5. a system (and its mechanisms) cause-effect power must be definite – with 

borders, neither a subset nor a superset, at a definite spatio-temporal grain –  as 

determined by the scale at which it is maximally irreducible. 

but which out of possible overlapping entities 
should actually exist? (...) the entity that 
actually exists should be the one that lays the 
maximum claim to existence, precisely by 
being maximally irreducible, as compared to its 
subsets and supersets and different 
spatio‐temporal grains (maximality)
(...) the same cause‐effect power cannot 
additionally support overlapping entities, 
otherwise existence would be multiplied for 
free

maximum existence principle



causal distinction

ON

OFF
statesX2

t

X1
t

causal distinction

X2
t-1

cause
purview

mechanism
in a state

effect
purview

X1
t+1X1

t-1

informationintegrationexclusion

small-phi intrinsic distance



causal distinction



causal distinctions

C

A

B

XOR

AND

OR

ABC’s causal distinctions



cause-effect structure

a system cause-effect structure comprise by
causal distinctions and relations

C

A

B

XOR

AND

OR

unfolding



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

X2
t+∆t’

time scales

mechanism
in a state

X1

X2

x1a

x1b x1c

x2a

x2b

x2c

∆t ∆t’

X1
t X1

t+∆t

φ∆t>  φ∆t’

X2
t+∆t

X1
t+∆t’

X2
t

spatial scales φ(X) >  φ(x)



spatio-temporal scales

Tononi et al. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 2016



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

Φ=13

Φ=8

Φ=3 Φ=0

a complex is a local maxima of irreducible cause-effect power 



dynamic complex



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

experience

physical 
substrate

principle of exclusion

sufficient reason for my experience 
being what it is rather than its subset 
or superset

causal exclusion rather than 
overdetermination

parsimony rather than unrestrictedly 
multiplying consciousness all over



postulates

ø.   existence
1.    intrinsicality 
2.   composition
3.   information
4.   integration 
5.   exclusion

for something to be conscious – i.e. to be an intrinsic entity, for itself – it must be 

a (local) maxima (5) of irreducible (4), specific (3), structured (2), intrinsic (1) 

cause-effect power (ø)

phenomenological approach
what it takes for something to be conscious

ontological approach
what it takes for something to exist as an 
intrinsic entity, for itself

Tononi, The Blackwell Companion to Consciousness (2017)



central identity

Tononi et al. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 2016

central identity

there is an identity between an experience and a maximally irreducible 

cause-effect structure (MICS) generated by a complex 

cause-effect structure 

C

A

B
XOR

AND

OR

unfolding

physical system

isomorphism

experience



from axioms to postulates

physical 
substrate

constraints

inference to the 
best explanation

axioms postulates

introspection or
phenomenologyformal

non-formal

experience



central identity

experience
physical 
substrate

unfolding of causal 
powers

phenomenology cause-effect
structure

introspectionformal

non-formal

isomorphism



spatial experience

experience 
of space 2D grid

unfolding of causal 
powers

phenomenology of 
space

(spots, locations, distance)

cause-effect
structure

(distinctions and 
relations)

introspectionformal

non-formal

isomorphism

A B C D

haun & tononi, Entropy (2019)



meaning and matching
In IIT, meaning is completely internalistic: it is specified 
through the interlocking of cause-effect repertoires of 
multiple concepts within a conceptual structure that is 
maximally irreducible intrinsically. In this view, the 
meaning of a concept depends on the context provided 
by the entire conceptual structure to which it belongs, 
and corresponds to how it constrains the overall 
‘‘form’’ of the conceptual structure. Meaning is thus 
both self-generated, self-referential (internalistic) 
and holistic

The expansion/refinement of experience that occurs through 
learning (as when one becomes a connoisseur in some domain) 
should translate into a corresponding refinement of shapes in 
cause-effect space, due to the addition/splitting of concepts.

perceptual learning



inactive vs inactivation

A counterintuitive prediction of IIT is that a system such as the cerebral cortex may be conscious even if it is nearly silent, 
because it would still be specifying a conceptual structure, though one composed purely of negative concepts. Such a silent 
state is perhaps approximated through certain meditative practices that aim at reaching “naked awareness” without content 
(Sullivan 1995). This corollary of IIT contrasts with the common assumption that neurons only contribute to consciousness if 
they are active in such a way that they “signal” or “broadcast” the information they represent (Baars 1988, Dehaene and 
Changeux 2011). States of naked awareness should be contrasted with states of unawareness, occurring for example during 
deep sleep or anesthesia, in which cortical neurons are not inactive but inactivated (due to bistability of their membrane 
potential or active inhibition), and thus cannot specify a conceptual structure.

meditation general anesthesia / 
dreamless sleep

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Integrated_information_theory#sullivan1995
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Integrated_information_theory#baars1988
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Integrated_information_theory#dehaenechangeux2011
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Integrated_information_theory#dehaenechangeux2011
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Neural_Inhibition


negative concepts

For example, an experience may include phenomenal distinctions specifying a large number of spatial locations, several 
positive concepts, such as a bedroom (as opposed to no bedroom), a bed (as opposed to no bed), a book (as opposed to 
no book), a blue color (as opposed to no blue), higher-order “bindings” of first-order distinctions, such as a blue book (as 
opposed to no blue book), as well as many negative concepts, such as no bird (as opposed to a bird), no bicycle (as 
opposed to a bicycle), no bush (as opposed to a bush), and so on. Similarly, an experience of pure darkness and silence 
is the particular way it is—it has the specific quality it has (no bedroom, no bed, no book, no blue, nor any other object, 
color, sound, thought, and so on). And being that way, it necessarily differs from a large number of alternative experiences 
I could have had but I am not actually having.

Similarly, IIT predicts that a particular brain area can contribute to experience even if it is inactive, but not if it is 
inactivated. For example, if one were presented with a plate of spinach drained of color, green-selective neurons in the 
color areas would remain inactive. Thus one would experience and report strange spinach that is gray rather than green. 
By contrast, if the same area were not just inactive, but inactivated due to a local lesion, the phenomenal distinctions 
corresponding to colors would be lacking altogether. While presumably one would still report that the spinach is “gray,” in 
this case “gray” cannot mean the same as when color areas are intact, i.e. not green, not red, and so on. This seems 
consistent with the behavior of a rare patient with complete achromatopsia and anosognosia due to an extensive lesion of 
color areas (von Arx, Muri et al. 2010). When presented with green spinach, the patient reports that the spinach is 
gray, but does not realize nor concede that something is wrong with his experience. Although he “knows” that 
spinach is green, he altogether lacks the phenomenal distinction green/not green

Tononi Scholarpedia, 2015

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Anosognosia
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Integrated_information_theory#vonarxmuri2010


scalar effects

space colors



what is a state?
there is an infinite number of differences around and within the piece of chalk. There are differences 
between the chalk and the rest of the universe, between the chalk and the sun or the moon. And within 
the piece of chalk, there is for every molecule an infinite number of differences between its location and 
the locations in which it might have been. Of this infinitude, we select a very limited number, which 
become information. In fact, what we mean by information—the elementary unit of information—is a 
difference which makes a difference, and it is able to make a difference because the neural pathways 
along which it travels and is continually transformed are themselves provided with energy.

Bateson, Form, Substance and Difference (1972)

ON

OFF
a difference

multiplicity

Let X be a system consisting of n elements, 
which are taken to be abstract indivisible units. 
Each element is assumed to have a finite 
repertoire of outputs, with no accessible 
internal structure. In the examples below the 
repertoire of the elements will typically consist 
of two outputs: 0 or 1, corresponding to silence 
or firing. The internal states of the elements 
are irrelevant because it is only through 
outputs that an element can causally affect 
the rest of the system.

Tononi Plos Comp Bio, 2008

Something has consequences if it cannot be anything

Zupančič, Realism in psychoanalysis, 2006?



god doesn’t exist

The cybernetic epistemology which I have offered you would suggest a new approach. The individual mind is immanent 
but not only in the body. It is immanent also in pathways and messages outside the body; and there is a larger Mind of 
which the individual mind is only a subsystem. This larger Mind is comparable to God and is perhaps what some people 
mean by "God," but it is still immanent in the total interconnected social system and planetary ecology.
 Freudian psychology expanded the concept of mind inwards to include the whole communication system within the 
body—the automatic, the habitual, and the vast range of unconscious process. What I am saying expands mind 
outwards. And both of these changes reduce the scope of the conscious self. A certain humility becomes appropriate, 
tempered by the dignity or joy of being part of something much bigger. A part—if you will—of God.

Bateson, Form, Substance and Difference (1972)

Φ=13

Φ=8

Φ=3 Φ=0

a complex is a local maxima of irreducible cause-effect power 



functional equivalence



is experience rich or sparse?

the bottleneck
(attention, 
introspection, 
executive access, 
etc)

“blank canvas”



logics of worlds

substrate

candidate system

difference + mechanism

distinctions

C

A

B

mechanism in a state

FD

E

candidate set

ON

OFF

XOR

AND

OR

states
multiplicity

world

transcendental

atoms

objective 
phenomenology

subjective 
phenomenology

(world + postulates)


